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RHYTHM/EXPRESSION/FORM
LISTENING; MOVING; CREATING; RELATING; DESCRIBING

Grades 3-6
Lessons #1 & #2: Dancing Drama
Using music and dance (ballet) to depict or dramatize part of a story
 
Note: This lesson should be divided over two class periods as the teacher deems 
appropriate for each grade level.

National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #1:
Creating
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #2:
Performing
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3:
Responding
National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4:
Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points) 
 
A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by [playing, singing or] 

moving to music. 
B.  Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of cultures. 
C.  Create music in simple forms to be performed with dance, drama, or in response to a work of visual 

art.
D.  Individually and collaboratively select ideas and a media form of the day to create musical segments 

of pieces. 
E.  Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, [voices,] ensembles and 

musical forms. 
F.  Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live and] recorded 

performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs, Bloom’s Taxonomy)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; demonstrate/practice/use; apply/dramatize

Curricular Connections (language arts)
Vocabulary: story, programmatic music, characters, ballet, suite, composer, choreograph, 
creative movement, collapse, inferno 

Conceptual Learning (“I can…” or “I demonstrated that music can…”)
Music can tell a story, along with choreographed movement called ballet;
I can dramatize or “act out the story” using creative movement and dance.
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Objectives or Student Learning Outcomes:
Students will listen to a (spoken) story, then listen to music that expresses a particular part of 
the story. Students will dramatize the segment of the story by using an adapted “ballet” (creative 
& choreographed movement and dance) along with the recorded music by Igor Stravinsky. 
Students will evaluate their own and the class’ performance, effort, and creativity. (See 
Assessment: Formative and Summative, and Student Self Evaluations.)

Materials:
• recording of “Infernal Dance” from The Firebird by Igor Stravinsky (2:24–end)
• medium-to-large space 
• Teacher’s Resource, the story of The Firebird
• video projection: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOWJuZqQMmk
• (optional) props, costume items, or half-masks for the following characters: 

The Firebird – “wings” of streamers, scarves, or large feathers in fiery colors: yellow, 
orange, red; a bird mask (or half-mask)
Prince Ivan – a play sword and/or crown
Kashchei – a long white beard, tall pointed hat, and cape or robe (optional: a walking stick 
or staff) 
the magical creatures – brown, black, or tan scarves or T-shirts

Sequence:
1. Read to the children the story from the Teacher’s Resource, the story of The Firebird. You 
may want to project the words on a whiteboard or other screen. “What is a ballet?” Explain that 
ballet expresses music through dance and movement that requires a great deal of physical 
coordination and athletic skill. In some cases, ballet expresses music that is programmatic and 
that depicts a story or something else specific.

2. Ask what the word “infernal” means, or, ask what “an inferno” is (a blaze or firestorm). “With 
that in mind, which part of the story will be told by the music we are about to listen to, then?” 
Share that the music they are about to hear is entitled, “Infernal Dance.”  
The Infernal Dance happens in the story when Kashchei the Immortal sends his magical 
creatures to chase after and catch Prince Ivan.  the Firebird, true to its pledge, intervenes, 
bewitching the magical creatures and making them dance an elaborate, energetic and 
fiery dance. Then at the end they collapse. 
 
3. Listen to part of the recording (0:00–1:19). Watch a performance of a ballet to this music, 
such as that at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOWJuZqQMmk. With older students, share 
that this is the version used for the ballet of the story about The Firebird, for which Stravinsky’s 
music was composed. It was first performed in Russia by a famous ballet troupe there in the 
1920s. It is still performed today, but a stand-alone suite (shorter collection of movements from a 
larger work) of the music by Stravinsky is performed regularly by many of the world’s symphony 
orchestras.

Discuss how the ballet and music combined help tell this part of the story.

Refer back to the Teacher’s Resource, the story of The Firebird.

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=32
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Stravinsky_Teachers_Resource.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOWJuZqQMmk
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Stravinsky_Teachers_Resource.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOWJuZqQMmk
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Stravinsky_Teachers_Resource.pdf
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While wandering in the gardens, he sees and chases the Firebird. The Firebird, once caught by 
Ivan, begs for its life and ultimately agrees to assist Ivan in exchange for eventual freedom.

Next, Prince Ivan sees thirteen princesses, with one of whom he falls in love. The next day, Ivan 
chooses to confront Kashchei to ask to marry one of the princesses; the two talk and eventually 
begin quarreling. When Kashchei sends his magical creatures after Ivan, the Firebird, true 
to its pledge, intervenes, bewitching the [magical] creatures and making them dance an 
elaborate, energetic [and fiery] dance (the “Infernal Dance”).

4. After reviewing rules for movement in the classroom, invite the class to silently “create some 
moves” to show the story behind of the music. Explore creative movement for each character in 
the story. Allow the children to come up with their own movements. As the teacher, describe and 
help the class describe the movements made by individual students. If necessary, model for the 
students some of the movements that particularly fit the characters:
(Facilitate the creative ideas of students, guiding them with these directions.) 

• How could the hero, Prince Ivan, a nice, young prince, move? 
• How could you move to be a very old, powerful, grumpy or mean person named 

Kashchei? (sort of like a grumpy Gandolf from the Harry Potter movies)
• How could Kashchei’s creatures move? (a mixture of birds and small or medium-sized 

animals that do not fly). Use the students’ ideas such as squirrels, chipmunks, sheep, 
ponies, raccoons, rabbits, ducks, dogs, cats, etc. – or – mythical, unfamiliar creatures.

• How could you move to be a large, very beautiful bright-colored bird? (the Firebird)

5. Facilitate and direct the “ballet” by coordinating the movement/action sequence below with 
each segment of the recording. If desired, distribute yellow, orange and red streamers to the 
students playing creatures, perhaps colored-coded by animal/small group; tell them to keep the 
streamer hidden until the part of the story where the fiery dance takes place. (You might also be 
rehearsing each class for dancing to a different segment of the recording.)

Note: This is an adaptation and not the authentic choreography or program.
0:00–0:31 Kashchei the Immortal towers over his kingdom and begins calling his creatures/
animals to come to him from wherever they may be. 
[Action: Kashchei gestures with his hand or magic staff, to summon the creatures with 6 or all 7 
accented chords heard at]:

0:01  (optional, happens immediately)
0:12 One type of creature is summoned by Kashchei, from one place or direction.
0:17 Another type of creature is summoned from a different place.
0:22 (another)
0:24 (another)
0:27 (another)
0:31 (another)
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0:32–0:40  All of the creatures gather in front of Kashchei to see what he wants.
0:41–0:45  Kashchei commands his creatures to go after Prince Ivan – to find him and 
bring him back.
0:46–0:58  The creatures leave and begin looking for Prince Ivan.
0:58–1:21  The creatures spot Prince Ivan and begin to chase him.
1:22–1:45 The creatures begin closing in on Prince Ivan, cornering him. 

1:46–2:13 The Firebird appears in front of Ivan, protecting him by surprising the
  creatures and forcing them to back up.
2:13–2:24 The Firebird casts a magic spell on the creatures which forces them to start
  dancing a wild, fiery dance. [The creatures use orange, yellow, and red
  colored streamers for this.]
2:24 [stop] The creatures all collapse from dancing.

6. Select words from the list given at the beginning of this lesson; go over the meaning of these 
vocabulary words and how they are used when describing music; use academic language 
related to music; describe language function (add to Word Wall).

7. Have a group rehearsal; add props; evaluate as a class. “What could we improve upon?” 
Share responses.

8. Perform the ballet with the recorded music. If possible, video-record* and evaluate again as 
a group. Decide on criteria to evaluate. Consider performing the musical story for the classroom 
teacher, other classes, or for a grade-level or integrated arts concert.

Closure/Questions:
1. “What is the name of this piece?” (“Infernal Dance” from The Firebird) “What does ‘infernal’ 

mean? What is an inferno?” (a blaze or firestorm; ‘infernal’ dance means that it is like a 
firestorm dance) “What is a suite?” (a collection of movements or smaller sections of a larger 
musical work that is often performed as a set) “What is meant by ‘programmatic music?’ 
(music that has a specific program, such as a story or something else it is intended to depict)

2. “Who composed this piece?” (Igor Stravinsky)
3. “Why do you think so many people like this piece of music? What do you like about it?” 

(share answers and help label musical terms: it is exciting, it has a fast tempo, it uses a big 
orchestra with many kinds of instruments and techniques to play them, etc.)

4. “What was the story on which this music is based? How did music and ballet (dance) help 
tell this story? How did the composer Stravinsky make his music depict this story?” (share 
answers)

5. Refer to the vocabulary listed for this lesson and see if students know what the words or 
terms mean (such as “chromatic descending motif” mentioned in the Story, to challenge 
advanced students – play an example of a descending chromatic scale on the piano). “What 
words have been added to our Word Wall today? What does each word mean, and how do 
we use it to describe music?” Share answers, and elaborate on the language function and 
academic language of each word in relation to music and other connections.
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Assessment/Evaluation:
Summative
*I. Split the choreographed dance between multiple classes of the same grade level, or, between 
multiple classes by grade level. 
If dividing between 2 classes (or 2 days), split the listening of the work into these segments:
Day 1 (or Class 1): 0:00–2:23
Day 2 (or Class 2): 2:24–4:14 (end)

*If dividing between  4 classes (or 4 days), split the listening of the work into these segments:
Day 1 (or Class 1): 0:00–1:19
Day 2 (or Class 2): 1:20–2:23
Day 3 (or Class 3): 2:24–3:02
Day 4 (or Class 4): 3:03–4:14 (end)

Summative
II. [Name of Student] can describe why dance (ballet) and music can be combined to tell a story. 
[Name of Student] can use musical vocabulary when describing the connection between music 
and dance to represent or “stand for” characters or events in a story:
 …all of the time (a top rating of 5)
 …most of the time (4)
 …some of the time (3)
 …not yet (0–2)

Summative
III.*Video-record the students after they have practiced their performance. Then have the class 
hear and watch their recorded performance; they fill out Exit Slips or Rubric (self- and group-
evaluation form) on how they (or how they felt the class) performed their part. Engage 1st and 
2nd grade classes with more discussion about the video of the performance.

“Stretch” Activities, Extensions, Connections, and Follow-up Lessons:
• Listen to another movement from The Firefird by Stravinsky, such as “Finale” and create 

ballet-style choreography to it.
• Listen and respond with movement to other music for a ballet by Stravinsky, such as 

Petrouchka or Rite of Spring.
• Share a children’s storybook about a phoenix (bird), and relate it to The Firebird.
• Learn more about Stravinsky’s life by sharing Stravinsky’s biography from the Classics for 

Kids website.

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/stravinsky/Exit_Slips.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=74

